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Dual banana plug dimensions

Banana plug sizes and types banana plugs (male) and Banana Jacks (female) have been used in test applications for almost 100 years. They come in three common diameters 4mm, 3mm, and 2mm. The manufacing products have different tolerances, but the table below shows typical dimensions for the three dimensions. Prizes are measured at the highest
OD of the banana section. Jacks are measured at the 4mm version connection ID accounting for more than 94% of total usage. In fact, when someone uses the term banana plug or banana jack, they are almost certainly referring to the 4mm version. The 3mm and 2mm variants are called mini-bananas, but cannot be used alternately. Banana corks and jacks
also come in different safety variants. The first banana corks were unwrapped, (1) in the photo below. They are the easiest to manufacture and are still very popular in many low voltage applications. Completely shrouded banana corks, (3) in the photo below, have been introduced for protection at high voltages, but they need a banana jack that will accept
them. A cross between the shrouded and the unveal is the banana stopper with retractable shroud, (2) in the photo below. These, after the name suggests, have a arch-laden shroud, which becomes pushed/withdrawn into the housing when the socket is inserted into a jack. Although retractable banana plugs provide a practical level of safety, they do not
meet the requirements of approval agencies for high voltage applications. (1) (2) (3) For more information about banana corks, check out our guide here. Posted in Connectors &amp; AdaptesTagged 2 mm banana jack, 2 mm banana plug, 2 mm banana socket, 4 mm banana jack, 4 mm banana plug, 4 mm banana socket, adapter, auto, banana adapter,
banana connector, banana jack, banana plug, banana plug jumper, banana plug double plug for bananas, electrical technicians, electrical testing, electricians, electronic components, electronic connectors, electronic test accessories, female banana, female connector, heavy banana, heavy banana stopper, jumper, male banana male connector, mechanics,
mini banana jack, mini banana plug, miniature banana jack, miniature banana jack, miniature banana jack, multi-meter banana plug, multimeter banana plugs, multimeter test plugs , patch cable, right-angle banana plug, 2 mm wrapped banana plug, 4 mm wrapped banana plug, wrapped banana plug, mini wrapped banana plug, miniature wrapped banana
stopper, standard wrapped banana stopper, wrapped banana stopper, stackable banana stopper, stacked banana plug, standard stacked banana plug standard banana jack, straight banana jack, technicians, technicians, connectors, test equipment, lead test, careless banana plug Posted on July 29, 2020August 14, 2020 by Kelly Luxem Various laboratorystyle laboratory 4 mm banana plugs of banana-style speaker connected to a speaker A banana connector (usually banana jack for men, banana socket or banana jack for women) is a single wire (a conductor) electric connector used to connect wires to equipment. The term 4 mm connector is also used, especially in Europe, although not all banana
connectors will mate with 4 mm parts and 2 mm banana connectors exist. There are different styles of contacts with banana plug, all based on the concept of spring metal that applies the outer force in the nonprung cylindrical jack to produce a comfortable fit with good electrical conductivity. Common types include: a solid split needle lengthwise and slightly
splayed, a tip of four leaf springs, a single-arc cylinder leaves on one side, a rigid wire pack, a central needle surrounded by a multi-slit cylinder with a central bulge, or simple spring metal sheet rolled into an almost complete cylinder. The sockets are commonly used to finish patch cables for electronic testing equipment, while the wrapped banana plugs are
common on the dynamometer conduct. The history of the invention of the stopper is claimed by two entities. Hirschmann claims to have been invented by Richard Hirschmann in 1924. [1] A competing application is made for General Radio Company, which said 1924: GenRad developed the banana plug - replaces pine plugs, this spring-loaded connector
technology ... and that it was introduced to this [US] country by GR in 1924. [2] In 1929, Richard Hirschmann received a patent for an improved banana outlet. [3] The patent describes a banana stopper consisting of only two parts. Do not need a small screw to hold the wire in place, as in conventional bananansteckern (banana stoppers), is presented as an
advantage of the invention. Design Banana visible curved spring sockets The original plug consists of a cylindrical metal needle about 20 millimeters (3/4 in) long. This pine length is still common in Europe and other parts of the world. However, other sizes have appeared, would be 15 millimeter pins (5/8 in), which can be commonly found in the US. Other
lengths between 11 millimeters (3/8 in) and 25 millimetres (1 in) are uncommon. The diameter of the pin is nominally 4 millimeters (5/32 in). The needle has one or more springs on the length that swell outwards slightly, giving the appearance of a banana. Taking into account the springs, the actual diameter of a banana stopper is usually a little larger than 4
mm when not connected. When placed in a 4 mm outlet, press the sides of the socket, improving electrical contact and preventing the pin from falling. The other end of the jack has a connector that reaches a length of wire can be attached, which is either screwed, glued, or crimped in place. On banana plugs for laboratory use, a plastic insulating cap is
usually mounted over this back end of the connector, while banana plugs for speaker connections often use uninsulated metal bodies. The rear end of a 4 mm stopper often has a 4 mm hole drilled into it, either transversely or axially, or both, to accept the needle of another 4 mm stopper. This type is called a forklift or forklift jack. For high-voltage use,
wrapped versions of the banana stopper and socket shall be used. They add an insulating teaaround around the male and female connectors to avoid accidental contact. The male wrapped plug won't work with an unsheathed female outlet, but an unsheathed male plug will fit a wrapped female outlet. Individual banana corks and jacks are commonly coded
red and black color, but are available in a wide variety of colors. Dual banana stoppers are often black, with some physical characteristics, such as a cast ridge or a thick tab, marked with Gnd indicating the relative polarity of the two sockets. Apart from connecting to specific banana jacks, banana plugs can connect to five-way or universal binding stations on
audio equipment. Derivative plugs PL-259 (male) plug. The inner stopper is a banana stopper with no slits on the side. The PL-259 plug is widely used as an HF cable connector; [a] is a shielded form of a 4 mm banana stopper. [4] Adapter between a female BNC connector and a pair of banana stoppers A number of widely used plugs are based on the
combination of two or more banana plugs in a common plastic case and other features for ease of use and to prevent accidental introduction into other such sockets. Many of these intakes are derived from the double banana plug consisting simply of two banana intakes spaced at 3/4 inches (approximately 19 mm) separated (measured from the center to the
center of each individual socket). The 3/4-inch spacing started from the General Radio test equipment in the 1920s, and their dual-plug 274-M type is a notable example from that era. The housing can allow the connection of individual wires, a permanently attached coaxial cable providing both signal and soil, or a coaxial connector, would be the BNC
connector shown in the photo. Conventionally, the tab placed on one side of the dual banana stopper denotes the soil, shell or negative part (reference) of the connector. Miniature banana connectors Banana jack connector: male-female pair 2 mm Different miniature versions of the banana connector have been introduced. A guy has a diameter 2.6 mm and
about one third the length of the standard connector and is commonly used in model rail applications. They are substantially more fragile than larger connectors. Several miniature banana connectors are usually spaced on 1/2 inch centers. Another type of thumbnail is the 2 mm banana connector, which is otherwise identical to the same 4 mm version,
including different plug contact styles and availability of wrapped versions for high voltage applications. Pin tip jacks A tightly related but different design is the so-called pin tip plug and matching pin tip jack. The design of the pin tip resembles banana corks, but no bow on the male pine. The diameter of the male acise is 2 mm. Instead, these models rely on
spring action in the female jack, or tightly processed tolerances, to ensure good contact. The design of the pin tip stopper was used where the maximum density of connectors was desired (such as in pin plugboards), or a very compact connector was needed. [citation required] Wander plug These similar superficial plugs were widely used in the UK and
elsewhere until 1960. A significant use was for connecting separate HT [clarification required] batteries and network bias batteries to the batteries-powered valves (tube) radios and for antenna and earth (ground) connections and external speakers in both network and battery-powered valves. The battery terminals were short (approximately 6mm to 10mm)
brass tubes with 1/8 inch bell mouth (3.175mm) nominal internal diameter. Plug wander may have gotten its name from the need to wander about when setting the correct grid voltage bias(s) for the most economical operation of the radio. The wander plug has always been used in a rigid socket and therefore the pin end has been divided to allow a certain
elasticity and to provide a secure fit in the socket. Often, a processed brass component that formed contact with the pins (which was divided) and means of connecting the external wire, caught with the help of a hard plastic cover colored with screw. Another design used a real split needle made of plated steel, the parallel ends of which formed the tip of the
plug. A brass component processed with an internal pipe of just over 1/8 inch, a transverse slot to fit the end of the eye of the split pin, and an external screw wire to engage the hard plastic colored cap, the tightening of which caught the stripped end of the wire in the split eye to establish a secure connection. Plug wander may have pre-dated banana plug,
but it was virtually obsolete by 1970, during which time most of the equipment that requires it has long been obsolete. Wander sockets generally would not successfully inter-mate with banana sockets and attempts to do so by spreading the brass tip often ended with its fracture. The tip of some banana corks could be forced into some plugs intended for
wander plugs, but it would invariably be Electrical Safety Two programmable Power sources Hameg, the top power supply has screw-type banana jacks, the bottom feed has safety banana jacks Quality banana plugs and cables are usually rated for 30 V to 15 A. Cheap versions may have worse insulation, and may not withstand 15 A at all. Unheated banana
connectors are not usually evaluated for Voltage. One of the reasons banana connectors are not evaluated for network use is that an exposed banana outlet or outlet may present a shock hazard if it is connected to an energized source. An outlet that is only partially inserted into a jack may also present a risk of accidental contact, as the conductive surface of
the plug will not be completely covered. This can happen especially if a 20 mm long stopper is inserted into an outlet that is intended only for 15 mm long sockets. Some banana sockets have exposed set screws that are electrically connected to the wire. When stacking sockets using transverse holes in a plug, large parts of the pin of the second plug are
exposed. Another reason why banana connectors are not evaluated for network use is the lack of double insulation of wires and connectors. Dangers include electric shock, electrocution, burns caused by accidental short circuits and damage to the attached equipment. If electrical safety is a problem, plugs and sockets are used wrapped. These sockets have
fixed or sliding sliding stencils or other devices to protect the user from accidental contact with live conductors, but are still largely compatible with the original design. When inserted, the plug and socket shems completely overlap, ensuring that no living metal is exposed. A typical design is now required (IEC 61010) on multimeter test tracks and several other
measuring and laboratory equipment. In this design, the metal banana stopper is entirely wrapped in a plastic tube and inserts into a jack deepencased in the multimeter. Alternatively, the equipment can use a deeply encased male banana stopper, while the lead test uses a wrapped banana jack. In addition, the lead test wire must be carried out with
evaluated insulation for higher voltages. In most European countries, the standard electricity supply container will physically accept the banana and even double banana intakes in the American style (standard 3/4 inch (19.05 mm) pine spacing (19.05 mm) is close enough to the spacing of the current outlet of about 19 mm, and the diameter of the pins is also
compatible), leading to a risk of electric shock. See also the sex of connectors and fasteners Note ^ The PLUG PL-259 is called the UHF connector for historical reasons: UHF has been redefined to be a larger range, but the sockets have retained the older meaning of the name; The practical real range is short waves and below, or low-VHF and lower.
Wikimedia Commons references has media related to banana corks. ^ Hirschmann's application (PDF). ^ GenRad caim (PDF). ^ DE481293 (C) - Stecker mit Klemmvorrichtung fuer den Anschlussraht im ^ Hallas, Joel R. (October 5, 2012). Care and feeding of transmission lines. Newington, CT: American Radio Review League. ISBN 978-0872594784.
External Links What Banana Plug Size Do You Use? How many different-sized banana intakes are there? Retrieved from from
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